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The ability to compute and to interpret optical rotation angles of chiral molecules is of great value in assigning
relative and absolute stereochemistry. The molar rotations for an indoline and an azetidine, as well as for
menthol and menthone, were calculated using ab inito methods and compared to the experimental values. In
one case the calculated rotation angle allowed the assignment of the absolute configuration of a heterocycle
of unknown stereochemistry. The critical importance of Boltzmann averaging of conformers for reliable
prediction of the optical rotation angle was established. Comparisons between static-field and time-dependent
methods were made pointing to the limits and validity of the methods as electronic resonance is approached.
A protocol analogous to population analysis was used to analyze atomic contributions to the rotation angle
in specific conformers. The combination of atomic contribution maps and conformational analysis may provide
an indirect tool to assist in three-dimensional structure determination.

I. Introduction

Many empirical,1-6 semiempirical,7-12 classical,13,14 and
quantum mechanical15-22 models have been developed to predict
and interpret chirooptical data. Quantitatively reliable quantum
chemical computations of molar rotation angles have only very
recently begun to impact the field.23-26 Ab initio calculations
of rotation angles appeared in 1997 in the long-wavelength (off-
resonance) approximation for small molecules with one or two
chiral centers.23 We subsequently devised an ab initio approach
to assign the configuration of a complex natural product by
calculatingmolar rotation angles.27 Recently, ab initio methods
were used as well to map out the frequency dependent ORD
spectrum of methylcyclohexanone.28 The present paper examines
the geometry dependence of computed rotation angles for a
range of carbocyclic and heterocyclic organic molecules. We
show that (1) computed optical rotation angles are very sensitive
to geometry, (2) proper geometry sampling is essential for
reliable prediction of observed rotations, (3) static-field methods
are limited near resonant absoption, and (4) twisted chains
remote from the chiral centers have a profound influence on
the rotation angle.

The basic framework governing chirooptical phenomena in
molecules was established in the early days of quantum
mechanics by Rosenfeld and Condon.29,30 In the following
decade, numerous qualitative and semiquantitative models were
elaborated that addressed, with differing degrees of success, the
relation between structure and rotation angle. In the 1940s, the
possibility of directly computing rotation angles seemed bleak
because of the paucity of reliable molecular wave functions.31

Direct applications of the Rosenfeld equation must have seemed
particularly challenging at the time because it includes a sum
over all molecular excited states.

In principle, ORD (optical rotatory dispersion) and CD
(circular dichroism)4 data, in combination with other structural
information, can be used to establish absolute stereochemistry.3,4

CD, in particular, has been used successfully to assist in
assigning the configuration of many complex natural prod-
ucts.4,32 Conformational analysis of biomolecules based upon
CD spectroscopy is well-known.33-35 In practice, however,

assigning stereochemistry remains a formidable challenge and
methods complementary to NMR, X-ray, and other spectro-
scopic techniques are clearly desirable.

To determine absolute configuration, one must first know the
chemical constitution (bonding pattern), the molecular confor-
mation, and the “rules” controlling chirooptical effects for a
given class of molecules under study. Emerging spectroscopic
methods such as VCD (vibrational CD) do not yet offer
substantial advantages for large organic molecules with multiple
stereocenters and require considerably more elaborate instru-
mentation.36,37 The ORD spectrum is an appealing source of
stereochemical information because it reflects the global features
of a molecule’s chiral environment. In contrast, stereochemical
information obtained from the CD spectra of small molecules
reflects the stereochemical environment around specific chro-
mophores. Moreover, solvent absorption<200 nm obscures CD
spectra in many organic molecules of interest in natural products
chemistry. The simplicity of examining [R]D, and its compre-
hensive probing of stereochemistry, makes it a particularly
appealing spectroscopy on which to focus theoretical attention.
Empirical correlations have been constructed that link the molar
rotation at a given wavelength (a single point in the ORD
spectrum) with chemical structure. One of the oldest and
simplest empirical rules is van’t Hoff’s principle of optical
superposition.1 This rule suggests simple arithmetic summation
of molar rotations for each noninteracting chiral center as an
approximation of the molar rotation of a species with multiple
stereocenters. Obvious shortcomings such as the vicinal action
limitation have greatly restricted general applications of van’t
Hoff’s rule.

The best known quantitative rules linking chemical structure
to the rotation angle through additive contributions are Brew-
ster’s rules.38 The Brewster model is based upon individual
atomic polarizabilities. Obvious limitations to schemes of this
kind arise when the assumed polarizabilities are not transferable
(as in systems with somewhat novel chemical bonding) or when
the geometric assumptions built into the model do not adequately
describe the actual conformations of the molecule. Other
qualitative trends are known as well. Eyring and Kauzmann
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drew a link between rigidity and rotation angle.39 Stevens has
described the conformational dependence of ORD spectra.40

Our strategy involves the quantum mechanical computation
of optical rotation angles at the sodium D-line (rather than the
full ORD spectrum, although recent progress has been made in
that direction as well41) for the specific molecules of interest.
The optical rotation angle measures the difference in the index
of refraction for left and right circularly polarized light in a
solution of chiral molecules. The optical rotation angle is a probe
of how the electron cloud responds dynamically to the oscillating
electromagnetic fields. Atomic contributions to the optical
rotational angle can now be computed using ab initio Hartree-
Fock methods.42 Most computational strategies follow along two
basic lines. One involves computing a sum-over-excited-states
expression, and the second involves a linear response approach
(in a time-dependent or time-independent framework).24,27The
specific calculations that we describe here rely critically upon
sampling among energetically accessible conformers. The
computed “observable” rotations are weighted averages of values
computed for specific structures. For a specific conformer, the
optical rotation angle can be dissected into atomic contribu-
tions.42 These atomic contributions allow dissection of angle
contributions into chiral center components and components
arising from asymmetric fragments that contribute to optical
activity by virtue of their asymmetric twists.

II. Theoretical Methodology

Both the sign and the order of magnitude of the rotation angle
can now be computed for modestly sized chiral molecules.24-27

The optical rotation angle may be computed from the electric-
and magnetic-field derivatives of the ground-state electronic
wave function,∂Ψ/∂ER and ∂Ψ/∂BR, within the static-field
approximation. Recent numerical computations capitalize on
techniques that were developed to compute vibrational Raman
optical activity within the CADPAC program.43 The long-
wavelength approximation can be relaxed using alternative
linear-response methods, and our preliminary computations show
that the calculations (utilizing the ab initio software package,
DALTON)44 are generally in accord with the long-wavelength
results.

The expression for the optical rotational angle,φ in radians,
is29

where

G′ii are the diagonal elements of the electric-magnetic polariz-
ability tensor.24 N is the number of molecules per unit volume,
n is the refractive index of the medium, andc is the speed of
light. The specific rotation angle (measured at the sodium
D-line), in units of degrees [dm (g/mL)]-1, is

with â in units of (bohr),4 MW the molar mass in g/mol, andνj
the frequency of the sodium D-line in cm-1.24 From [R]D, the
molar rotation is defined as [M]D ) [R]DMW/100. We calculate
G′RR for the full molecule using

Here,g and e denote the ground state andeth excited states,
respectively,ωeg ) ωe - ωg is the associated excitation
frequency, andµ andm are the electric-dipole and magnetic-
dipole operators oriented along theR-axis.

A. Static-field approximation. To avoid the explicit sum-
over-states expression for the electric dipole-magnetic dipole
polarizability tensor, Amos applied the static field approxima-
tion. In this regime, eq 4 is simplified (ω2 , ωjn

2 )45

and by writingωeg ) (Ee(0) - Eg(0)) in eq 5, we obtain

The electric dipole-magnetic dipole polarizability tensor
elements G′Râ are most easily interpreted in the static-field
approximation in terms of first-order changes induced to an
electronic state by applied electric and magnetic fields (those
terms in the brackets of eq 6 are equivalent to first-order
perturbation theory wave function mixing terms). These tensor
elements are computed in the CADPAC program of Amos.43

B. Frequency-Dependent Formulation. The frequency-
dependent electric dipole-magnetic dipole polarizability tensor
elements G′RR of eq 4 are calculated at the frequency of the
incident light using the linear-response method realized in the
DALTON program.44 The electric dipole-magnetic dipole po-
larizability tensor can be expressed in terms of the linear-
response function as46,47

In this expression,n andj denote the ground and excited states
andωjn ) ωj - ωn is the associated excitation frequency. Here
µR andmR are electric dipole and magnetic dipole interaction
operators, respectively.48,49 Using the SCF linear-response
method avoids the need to compute the excited-state wave
functions of eq 6. This makes the computation tractable for
organic molecules (or molecular fragments). G′ elements were
computed both with (eq 6) and without (eq 7) the long-
wavelength approximation.23,50London atomic orbitals (gauge-
invariant atomic orbitals) were used to calculate the gauge origin
independent G′ tensor elements.51,52

C. Atomic Contributions to the Optical Rotation Angle.
G′RR is most easily interpreted in terms of first-order changes
induced in the electronic ground state by applied electric (E)
and magnetic fields (B). For a single-determinant wave function,
first-order changes to the ground state are described in terms
of perturbations to the molecule’s occupied molecular orbitals.
These are

φ ) 4πNâω2(n2 + 2)/3c2 (1)

â ) -ω-1(G′xx + G′yy + G′zz)/3 (2)

[R]D ) 1.343× 10-4âνj2(n2 + 2)/3MW (3)

G′RR ) -2∑
e*g

ω Im[〈Ψg
(0)|µR|Ψe

(0)〉〈Ψe
(0)|mR|Ψg

(0)〉]

ωeg
2 - ω2

(4)

ω-1G′RR ) -2∑
e*g

Im[〈Ψg
(0)|µR|Ψe

(0)〉〈Ψe
(0)|mR|Ψg

(0)〉]

ωeg
2

(5)

ω-1G′RR ) -2Im ∑
e*g {〈Ψg

(0)|µR|Ψe
(0)〉

(Ee
(0) - Eg

(0)) }{〈Ψe
(0)|mR|Ψg

(0)〉

(Ee
(0) - Eg

(0)) }
(6)

G′RR ) -〈〈µR;mR〉〉 )

-∑
j

[〈n|µR|j〉〈j|mR|n〉

ω - ωjn

-
〈n|mR|j〉〈j|µR|n〉

ω + ωjn
] (7)

∂ψn

∂ER

) ∑
j*n {〈ψn

(0)|µR|ψj
(0)〉

(Ej
(0) - En

(0)) } ψj
(0) ) ∑

j*n

Pnjψj
(0) (8a)

∂ψn
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) ∑
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Here, n and j represent thenth occupied andjth unoccupied
molecular orbitals, respectively. TheP and Q elements are
computed routinely using coupled-perturbed Hartree-Fock
methods, within the CADPAC program library.43 The G′ tensor
elements is related to the overlap of the wave function
derivatives (eq 6).53 Moreover, the change can be cast in terms
of specific atomic orbital contributions42 as shown in eq 9.

As in the case of population analysis, eq 9 can be dissected
into atomic orbital, atom, bonding and through-space contribu-
tions.54

D. Conformational Search Using MacroModel.Our analy-
sis seeks to combine the results of quantum chemical calcula-
tions on a limited number of molecular conformations to
estimate an ensemble averaged molecular quantity. Since we
are unable to perform a full ensemble average, we attempt to
replace it with an average over minimum energy conformers
that are thermally accessible from the minimimum energy
conformer. This strategy neglects entropic contributions to the
free energy associated with different conformers, and this effect
can be of particular importance in sampling structures of
considerable flexibility. This approach toward geometry sam-
pling should be viewed as part of the “hypothesis” implicit in
our approach. It is only a first step toward a more complete
hybrid quantum/statistical mechanical approach to the problem.

Unique low energy geometries were obtained from Monte
Carlo conformational searches using the Macromodel55 program
with the MM2* force field parametrization. This force field is
believed to produce relative energies of high reliabitity.56 The
result of utilizing alternative force fields is under investigation.
After building the required structure with appropriate config-
uration, it was minimized using the MM2* force field and an
energy minimization algorithm (PRCG).55 This minimized
structure was then submitting to a stochastic search. The
conformers obtained by Monte Carlo sampling were minimized
at every step and compared to see if the newly obtained structure
was duplicated.55 If so, the duplicated structure was ignored.
Only unique structures were retained. Low energy structures
were usually chosen from a Monte Carlo sampling of 2000
conformations, each new conformation was minimized using a
2000 step energy minimization iteration method forcing all the
newly found structures to be fully relaxed. All the conformations
generated within a fewkT (those thermally accessible in
solution) are used in the optical rotational angle computations.
MacroModel treats solvent using a fully equilibrated analytical
continuum model starting near the van der Waals surface of
the solute.57 This model is also known as the GB/SA model
and includes the parameters for one high dielectric solvent and
one lower dielectric solvent (water and chloroform). One of the
major sources of errors in conformational search methods is
carrying out a calculation which is unconverged. Such calcula-
tions give significantly different answers for different initial
input conditions. This conformational searching strategy rep-
resents geometries accurately for structures with up to a dozen
flexible bonds, but it becomes problematic as more conforma-
tional freedom is added. To overcome this limitation, the number
of minimization iterations for each conformer that is generated
with Monte Carlo sampling was set to 2000 steps. In most cases,
for the molecules reported in this paper multiple searches were
carried out with different starting configurations (R or S) as a

means of probing the adequecy of geometric sampling. If
sampling were perfect, the results would be exactly equal in
magnitude but opposite in sign. Using multiple starting geom-
etries of the same configuration repeatedly would produce the
same statistical analysis. Experimental measurements of specific
rotation angles arise from the thermally accessible conformers
in solution. Hence, in our calculations the specific rotational
angles are computed using the geometries of the conformations
generated using the Monte Carlo search and are Boltzmann
summed to obtain the final computed specific rotation for the
configuration of the compound. The Boltzmann sum is obtained
using

Here,k is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the temperature,E(i) is
the relative energy of the conformer, and [R]D

(i) is the specific
rotation computed for the individual conformer. It is important
to note that the specific rotation angles of individual conforma-
tions [R]D

(i) are distinct for each conformer, differing in both
sign and magnitude. Lower energy conformations that are much
more highly populated have the largest impact on this sum.

III. Results and Discussion

A. Absolute Configuration of an Indoline. The absolute
stereochemistry of indoline (1) was not known prior to our

calculation.58 It was a particular challenge to predict the specific
rotation of this molecule because of the flexibility of the five-
membered ring and the double bond separated by a flexible
methylene unit. It is important to note that the chiral center at
C3 is perturbed by ring flips as well as by the freely rotating
substituent that contains the double bond.

(i). Importance of Conformational Search.The specific
rotation of indoline,1, was measured experimentally in meth-
ylene chloride.58 The five-membered ring and the C3H5 group
attached to the nitrogen lead to considerable structural flexibility.
Low energy geometries for the (S)- and (R)-configurations were
obtained from Monte Carlo conformational searches using the
MacroModel55 algorithm with the MM2* force field. Low
energy structures were chosen from a sampling of 2000
conformations with chloroform as the solvent (as described in
section IID). Conformational search with methylene chloride
as the continuum solvent was not available in MacroModel, so
the chloroform model was chosen. For many organic molecules
[R]D is very similar in chloroform and methylene chloride.59 In
the case of indoline, [R]D measurements in chloroform might
not provide ideal comparison because of the possibility of amine
protonation by traces of HCl in the solvent. Figure 1 shows the
low energy structures obtained from the conformational search.
We find two distinct classes of conformers that differ in the
puckering of the five-membered ring. Approximately half of
the conformations have the five-membered ring puckered up
and half down. Table 1 shows the importance of conformational

ω-1G′RR ) -2Im{∑
n

〈∂ψn

∂ER
|∂ψn

∂BR
〉} ) -2∑

n
∑
l,k

P′nlQ′nk〈φl|φk〉

(9)

[R]D
Boltz•summ)

∑
i

e-E(i)/kT × [R]D
(i)

∑
i

e-E(i)/kT

(10)
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averaging to obtain meaningful optical rotation angles. For the
(R)-isomer of indoline (1), the MM2* energy of the next to
lowest conformer is 0.22 kJ/mol above the minimum. The
conformer ranked with the 16th lowest energy is 3.74 kJ/mol
above the minimum. It is evident that all of these conformations
are very much accessible in solution. To improve the accuracy
of the computation, all calculations were independently repeated
for the (S)-isomer, which showed a closely related energy
distribution. Molar rotation angles for all conformations were
computed using the static-field limit described in section IIA.

(ii). Specific Rotation Angles in the Static-Field Formulation.
The electric dipole-magnetic dipole polarizability tensor de-
scribed in eq 4 was computed using the CADPAC program.
These tensor elements were used to calculate the optical rotatory
parameterâ (eq 2) for all low-energy conformations of1.
Finally, the specific rotations of the 16 low energy conforma-
tions were Boltzmann weighted and summed to compute the
specific rotation of (R)- and (S)-indoline. Table 1 shows the
specific rotation at the sodium D-line (589.3 nm), the energy
of each conformation, and the Boltzmann averaged angle for
the (R)-configuration. The low energy conformations that were
generated in the range of 50 kJ/mol for (R)- and (S)-configura-
tions of1 were included in the Boltzmann sum. In all, the Monte
Carlo search found 19 low energy conformers for the (S)- and
16 for the (R)-configuration. For the S-configuration, the three
highest energy structures were found only once and make
essentially no contribution to the specific rotation angle. All
lower energy conformers that are found for one enantiomer have
a near mirror image structure that is found for the enantiomer.
The Boltzmann averaged specific rotation for the (S)-configu-
ration is 67.9 and for (R)-1 it is -64.0. Experimentally, the
Bailey group determined a specific rotation of-59.0 for1. The
theoretical computations allow the assignment of this stereoi-
somer as (R). Small differences in the computed optical rotations
of the (R)- and (S)-isomers are attributed to the fact that the
conformational sampling is randomized and of course imperfect.
However, attempting to predict absolute stereochemistry based
upon any one conformer would clearly be inappropriate and
misleading for compounds of this class. The specific rotation
values for different conformers differ in both their sign and
substantially in their order of magnitude.

Table 2 shows the theoretically computed and the experi-
mentally determined specific rotation angles for (R)-indoline
(1) at four different incident wavelengths. All of these optical
rotation angles are computed using the coupled Hartree-Fock
method with a 6-31G* basis set. The electric dipole-magnetic
dipole polarizability tensor and the optical rotatory parameter

(â) are calculated using the static-field approximation. As shown
in eq 2, the specific rotation is proportional to the square ofω.
All the values of specific rotations computed using the CADPAC
program (shown in Table 2) are computed by simply scalingâ
obtained in the long-wavelength approximation as prescribed
by eq 5. The theoretical value of the specific rotation computed
using the CADPAC program for the (R)-configuration at 589
nm is -64.04 compared to the experimental value of-59.0.
Theoretical values at 577 and 546 nm are-66.80 and-74.60,
respectively, compared to experimental values of-68.2 and
-82.2. The percent error between the theory and the experi-
mental values increases as the frequency of the incident light
approaches the lowest energy electronic resonance for the
molecule. This divergence is expected because the theoretical
values ofâ are computed using the long-wavelength approxima-
tion that is valid far from resonance. The CADPAC computed
specific rotation at 435 nm is-117.52 as compared to the
experimental value of-208.2. All specific rotation values shown
in Table 2 for the (R)-configuration are Boltzmann weighted
averages summed over all the conformations shown in Table
1.

(iii). Specific Rotation Angles Using the Frequency Dependent
Method with Gauge InVariant Atomic Orbitals.The optical
rotation angles for (R)- and (S)-configurations of indoline (1)
were also computed using the linear response self-consistent
field method implemented in the DALTON program. Gauge-

Figure 1. Overlayed stereoview of the thermally accessible (R)-
indoline (1) conformations.

TABLE 1: Specific Rotation Angles Computed for the 16
Low Energy Conformations of (R)-Indoline (1) Using the
Long Wavelength Approximation (CADPAC) and the
Linear-Response Method (DALTON)

CONF
E(i)

(kJ/mol)
[R]D

(i)

(CADPAC)
[R]D

Boltz•sum

(CADPAC)
[R]D

(i)

(DALTON)
[R]D

Boltz•sum

(DALTON)

1(a) 0.0 120.90 120.90 160.83 160.83
2(b) 0.22 -347.28 -102.67 -402.26 -108.06
3(c) 0.58 258.05 2.43 314.62 15.10
4(d) 0.67 -243.11 -51.33 -290.10 -51.73
5(e) 1.50 -529.02 -115.55 -613.00 -127.18
6(f) 1.71 321.57 -67.56 329.79 -70.10
7(g) 2.09 -491.38 -103.97 -580.13 -113.91
8(h) 2.13 361.49 -67.81 424.56 -72.09
9 2.58 -37.93 -66.00 -48.39 -77.35

10 2.59 -158.35 -71.26 -158.94 -75.70
11 2.89 72.53 -64.38 98.38 -67.37
12 3.07 -114.35 -66.51 -106.90 -69.05
13 3.09 -4.09 -63.98 -16.29 -69.91
14 3.61 -163.78 -67.13 -156.09 -69.73
15 3.70 -151.10 -69.61 -174.52 -72.82
16 3.74 127.39 -64.04 130.48 -67.07

a Also shown are the relative conformational energy (E) and the
Boltzmann weighted sum (Boltz•sum) as the specific rotation of each
conformer is added to the sum. Letters in the first entry refer to Figure
4. Note that among the 8 lowest energy conformers, half contribute
negative rotation angles while half contribute positive values, despite
the fact that the overall (R)- or (S)-configuration is retained. The analysis
of the geometry for each of these conformations with regard to the
optical rotation provides an interesting clue essential for understanding
the origin of the sign of the observed optical rotation angle.

TABLE 2: Experimental and Computed Specific Rotation
Angles (Boltzmann Averaged) for (R)-Indoline (1) Computed
Using the Long Wavelength Approximation (CADPAC) and
the Linear-Response Method Using London Atomic Orbitals
(DALTON) for Four Different Incident Light Frequencies 58

wavelength
(nm)

[R]D

(CADPAC)
[R]D

(DALTON)
[R]D

exptl (R)58

589 -64.04 -67.07 -59.0
577 -66.80 -71.05 -68.2
546 -74.60 -82.92 -82.2
435 -117.52 -167.97 -208.2
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invariant atomic orbitals (or London atomic orbitals) were used
to compute the optical rotation angles. The optical rotation
angles computed using London atomic orbitals are gauge
independent. The optical rotatory parameterâ is computed at
the incident-light frequency. Hence, this method should more
accurately predict the ORD spectrum as the incident frequency
approaches electronic resonances.

Table 1 shows the computed specific rotation angles for the
(R)-configuration of indoline (1) using London atomic orbitals.
All results in Table 1 were computed at 589 nm. At this
wavelength, both frequency dependent and frequency indepen-
dent methods are in good agreement with the experimental
results. As the incident frequency approaches the lowest energy
electronic resonances, the long-wavelength approximation, of
course, does not produce quantitatively reliable optical rotation
angles. In such cases, it is more appropriate to employ the linear-
response method implemented in the DALTON program. The
Boltzmann weighted average of the specific rotation angle using
DALTON at 589 nm for (R)-1 is -67.1 compared to the
experimental value of-59.0. Figure 2 shows the accumulating
Boltzmann averaged sum of the specific rotation angle as each
conformation is added to the Boltzmann summation for (R)-1.
Specific rotation angles were computed at 589 nm, 577, 546,
and 435 nm for (R)- and (S)-configurations of indoline using
the CADPAC and DALTON methods. At 589 nm, both methods
give rather similar results (the long-wavelength computation is
less costly). At 435 nm, the deviation from the experimental
values for the CADPAC result is large compared to that of
DALTON.

The optical rotation angles for different conformers of
indoline (1) varied considerably. It is of great interest to
understand the structural origin of the sign and magnitude of

the optical rotation angle for a given conformer of1. The
specific rotation angle for1 converged to within 5% of the final
value after including just eight low-energy conformers in the
Boltzmann sum. Hence, we analyzed these eight low-energy
conformers to identify fragments of this molecule that account
for the sign change. Figure 3 shows a Ramachandran-like plot
for the low energy conformers of (R)-indoline (1). The torsion
angle C1-C2-C3-C4 reports the five-membered ring pucker.
The torsion angles C1-N5-C6-C7 and N5-C6-C7-C8
reflect the conformation of the allyl group attached to the
nitrogen. It is clear from Figure 3 that there are four clusters of
rotation angles for these structures. The specific rotation angle
sign change (Vide infra) between the conformers is in phase

Figure 2. The computed Boltzmann-weighted sum for (R)-1 at the incident light wavelength of 589, 577, 546, and 435 nm. The lines with circles
show the Boltzmann-weighted average computed using the DALTON program, and the lines with filled diamonds show the results computed using
the CADPAC program. The dashed line shows the experimentally measured specific rotation angle at the indicated wavelength.

Figure 3. Dihedral angle plot showing the specific rotation angle
dependence on the torsional angles for the eight low energy conformers
of (R)-indoline. The labels indicate the computed specific rotation angles
for the respective dihedral angle pair for conformers (a-h).
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Figure 4. Atomic contributions to the specific rotation angle for the eight low energy conformers of (R)-indoline (1). Atoms that are green have
small contributions, blue atoms have positive contributions, and red atoms have negative contributions to the specific rotation angle.
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with the (N5- C6-C7-C8) torsion angle. The torsion angle
C1-N5-C6-C7 affects the way that the phenyl group interacts
with the double bond but does not influence the sign. In Figure
3, pairs that cluster extremely closely differ in the ring pucker
only, indicating a weak influence of the pucker angle on optical
rotation. This analysis shows that the allyl group attached to
nitrogen is mainly responsible for the magnitude and the sign
of the optical rotation in each conformer of1, again highlighting
the need for conformational averaging in computing reliable
specific rotation angles. Moreover, this observation emphasizes
one critical inherent difficulty in most simple (single geometry)
empirical models of optical activity.

(iV). Atomic Contributions and Relation to Rotation Angle
Sign Change.Recently, we developed a method to compute the
atomic contributions to the specific rotation angle in a molecule
via eq 9.42 The G′ tensor trace, proportional to the specific
rotation, is divided into parts that arise from the various atoms.
This analysis provides trace insight into structure-chiroptical
property relationships. Figure 4 shows all of the atomic
contributions to the specific rotation angle in the eight lowest-
energy conformers of (R)-1. The atomic contributions to the
specific rotation angle for the four lowest energy conformation
of (R)-1 appear in Figure 4, conformersa-d. Figure 4,
conformerse-h, shows the atomic contributions to the specific
rotation angle for the next four higher energy conformations.
The specific rotation angles for conformersa, c, f, andh are
positive, while those for conformersb, d, e, andg are negative.
All of the hydrogens on the phenyl ring show small contributions
to the specific rotation in each of the conformers. The chiral
carbon and its methyl group make uniformly positive contribu-
tions to the optical rotation angle in all conformers. The nitrogen
atom makes a small contribution. The sign of the specific
rotation angle in these conformers arises mainly from the
contribution of the allylic group attached to the nitrogen and,
to a lesser extent, from the carbon atoms on the phenyl ring.
The torsion angle N5-C6-C7-C8 is positive in conformers
a, c, f, and h leading to positive rotation angles. In contrast
this torsion angle is negative in conformersb, d, e, andg, which
have negative optical rotation angles. Figure 4 shows substantial
contributions from the phenyl ring in conformersb, d, f, andh

that have a negative C1-N5-C6-C7 torsion angle. This torsion
angle tracks the interaction of the double bond with the phenyl
ring, which induces a large contribution from the phenyl ring
itself. It is interesting to note that in conformersa-d the allylic
hydrogen (reporter hydrogen) makes a large contribution to the
rotation angle that has the same sign as that of the overall
rotation angle for the conformer. In conformerse-h the allylic
carbon contribution is large and similarly indicative of the sign
of rotation.

B. Azetidine.We were interested in examining contributions
to the rotation angle in smaller heterocyclic rings. The azetidine
molecule has already attracted some theoretical interest.26 The
force field calculations suggest that there are two dominant
conformations associated with the ring flip in the four-membered
ring. The interconversion between conformations may lead to
difficulties in computing reliable molar rotation angles. We used
these molecules as a test case to evaluate the influence of
different geometry optimization methods and basis sets. Molar
rotation angles are computed forcis-(R)-2-methyl azetidine and
trans-(S)-2-methyl azetidine.

Table 3 shows the computed molar rotation angle for the two
conformers ofcis-(R)-2-methyl azetidine andtrans-(S)-2-methyl
azetidine. The geometries for these conformations were opti-
mized using ab initio Hartree-Fock methods with a Gaussian
6-31G* basis set. The geometries for the two cis- andtrans-
conformers (a, b) differ by the ring torsion angle. These two
different starting geometries converge to one low-energy
geometry in the Hartree-Fock geometry optimization with a
6-31G* basis set implemented in Gaussian 94. The molar
rotations were computed using the long-wavelength approxima-
tion. These calculations were performed using the 6-31G*,
6-31G**, and DZP basis sets from the CADPAC program
library. An experimental molar rotation forcis-(R)-2-methyl
azetidine is not available in the literature, but fortrans-(R)-2-
methyl azetidine, the experimental molar rotation is+3.0.26,60

The molar rotation angle computed fortrans-(S)-2-methyl
azetidine using a 6-31G* basis set is-13.9 and with a 6-31G**
basis set it is-7.1. These basis sets all give the observed
experimental sign and approximate magnitude of the optical
rotation. The computed molar rotation angle using the DZP basis
set is-65.5. It is interesting to note that the value obtained
from the DZP basis set is in agreement with the experimental
molar rotation in sign but not in magnitude. This is distinct from
the trend observed by Polavarapu in his calculations.26 For trans-
(S)-2-methyl azetidine, using a similarly optimized geometry
and the long-wavelength approximation, and with 6-31G* and
DZP basis sets, Polavarapu calculated molar rotation angles of
+22.9 and-25.7, respectively.26

Table 4 shows a similar result as Table 3, except that the
geometry optimization was carried out with MP2 level wave
functions instead of Hartree-Fock wave functions. The com-
puted molar rotation angles fortrans-(S)-2-methyl azetidine
using 6-31G*, 6-31G**, and DZP basis sets are-20.7, 13.2,
and-60.7, respectively. There is not much difference from the
corresponding numbers for 6-31G* and DZP basis sets (Table
3), but with the 6-31G** basis set, the sign of the angle changed
from negative to positive, raising again the issue of basis set
and geometry sensitivity in these molecules. These basis set

TABLE 3: Computed Molar Rotation Angles for Two
Conformations (a, b) of 2-Methyl Azetidine in cis-(R)- and
trans-(S)-Configurations Using the Long Wavelength
Approximation with the Basis Sets 6-31G*, 6-31G**, and
DZP from the CADPAC Library a

6-31G* 6-31G** DZP

cis-(R)-2(a) -59.0 -50.1 -42.2
cis-(R)-2(b) -59.3 -50.4 -42.6
trans-(S)-3(a) -13.8 -7.0 -65.5
trans-(S)-3(b) -13.9 -7.1 -65.5

a The geometries for thecis- andtrans-conformations were optimized
using ab initio Hartree-Fock methods with a Gaussian 6-31G* basis
set.

TABLE 4: Computed Molar Rotation Angles for Two
Conformations (a, b) of 2-Methyl Azetidine in cis-(R)- and
trans-(S)-Configurations Using the Long Wavelength
Approximation with the Basis Sets 6-31G*, 6-31G** and
DZP from the CADPAC Library a

6-31G* 6-31G** DZP

cis-(R)-2(a) -28.6 -23.7 -20.8
cis-(R)-2(b) -37.2 -28.1 -33.1
trans-(S)-3(a) -20.7 13.3 -60.7
trans-(S)-3(b) -20.7 13.2 -60.7

a The geometries for thecis-andtrans-conformations were optimized
using the MP2 method with a 6-31G* basis set.
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dependence and the sensitivity to geometry in these molecules
are the subject of ongoing studies.

Table 5 shows the molar rotation angles for 2-methyl azetidine
in cis-(R)- and trans-(S)-configurations computed for the
geometries obtained from Monte Carlo sampling with an MM2*
force field. Exhaustive conformational search yields only two
possible conformations for this molecule within 50 kJ/mol of
the lowest energy structure. The conformations differ by a twist
in the four-membered ring. The molar rotation angles computed
using the CADPAC program and the MM2* force field
optimized geometries predict the right sign but not the right
magnitude. The molar rotation angle for the second conforma-
tion with the DZP basis set is-8.6, close to the experimental
molar rotation of-3.0.

Table 6 shows the molar rotation angles computed using
MM3* optimized geometries. The molar rotation angles com-
puted based on MM3* geometries are not accurate either in
sign or in magnitude. It can be concluded that the geometries
obtained from the MM3* force field in these flexible azetidine
ring systems do not lead to a reliable prediction of rotation angle.
All of the calculations on thecis- andtrans-2-methyl azetidine
indicate the importance of accurate geometry and of basis set
selection in obtaining correct molar rotation angles. Despite their
deceptively small size, substituted azetidines represent formi-
dable challenges for optical rotation angle computations due to
the extreme sensitivity to geometry in these heterocycles.

C. Menthols and Menthones. The optical rotations for
menthols and menthones were computed using the long-
wavelength approximation. It is interesting to calculate optical
rotations for these molecules because of the presence of multiple
closely linked chiral centers. Menthol has chiral carbons at
positions 2, 4, and 5. Menthone has two chiral centers at
positions 2 and 5.

Optical rotations were computed for the geometries obtained
from a conformational search using Monte Carlo sampling and
the MM2* force field. The Monte Carlo sampling was carried
out for both theD- and L-enantiomers of menthol and theD-
andL-enantiomers of menthone. The geometry sampling resulted
in very few low energy conformers that contributed significantly
to the Boltzmann weighted sum that determines the optical
rotation angle. This is undoubtedly due to the relatively low
degree of conformational flexibility in these molecules.

Table 7 shows the Boltzmann weighted sum of specific
rotation angles forD- and L-configurations of menthol and

menthone. The last column in Table 7 indicates the correspond-
ing experimental values. The specific rotation angles were
computed using a standard 6-31G* basis set in the CADPAC
library. The computed specific rotation angle for (1S,2R,5S)-
(+)-menthol (4) is +33.2 compared to the experimental value
of +48.0. The computed specific rotation for (2S,5R)-(-)-
menthone (5) is -13.5 compared to an experimental value of
-20.0. All of the experimentally measured and the computed
specific rotation angles apply for ethanol as a solvent.61

Conclusions

Our examinations of several small organic molecules provide
further support for the premise that theory now provides a viable
tool to assist in absolute stereochemistry assignment. Moreover,
atomic mapping of rotation angle (see Figure 4) pinpoints the
structural origins of the rotation angle. Most importantly, we
observed, particularly in indoline (1) that conformational
chirality-asymmetry associated with groups well removed from
tetrahedral carbon chiral centersm actually controls thesignof
the rotation angle arising in a specific conformer. This is
consistent with earlier studies that emphasized the importance
of conformation for rotation angle.39 In indoline (1) a direct
correlation between the dihedral angle of the allyl substituent
and the sign of the atomic contributions to optical activity was
noted. This observation suggests (1) the possibility of manipu-
lating the sign and magnitude of rotation angles by controlling
molecular conformation at sites somewhat remote from tetra-
hedral chiral centers and (2) the prospect of utilizing more subtle
information (as yet) buried in ORD data in order to ascertain
not only absolute stereochemistry, but also to extract more
detailed information about folded molecular structure.

The frequency dependent rotation angles, i.e., the optical
rotatory dispersion spectra, are well described in the off-
resonance regime by static-field methods. As the frequency
approaches electronic resonance, the frequency dependent linear-
response methods are more reliable. Our calculations indicate
that in indoline (1), menthol, and menthone a 6-31G* basis is
adequate. However, in azetidine, a 6-31G** basis gives
improved results. It is critical to note that the good agreement
between theory and experiment cited here is reached only after
summing rotation angles over Boltzmann-weighted thermally
accessible conformers. Indeed, if only the lowest energy
conformer for indoline (1) were considered, the sign of the
predicted rotation angle would be in error. In the structures with

TABLE 5: Computed Molar Rotation Angles for Two
Conformations (a, b) of 2-Methyl Azetidine in cis-(R)- and
trans-(S)-Configurations Using the Long Wavelength
Approximation with the Basis Sets 6-31G*, 6-31G**, and
DZP from the CADPAC Library a

6-31G* 6-31G** DZP E (kJ/mol)

cis-(R)-2(a) -37.3 -31.9 -31.7 0.0
cis-(R)-2(b) -77.8 -68.5 -48.9 2.6
trans-(S)-3(a) -35.0 -28.5 -83.9 0.0
trans-(S)-3(b) -0.9 1.4 -8.6 3.1

a The molar rotation angles were computed for the geometries
obtained from Monte Carlo sampling with an MM2* force field. Also
shown is the relative conformational energy (E).

TABLE 6: Computed Molar Rotation Angles for Two
Conformations (a, b) of 2-Methyl Azetidine in cis-(R)- and
trans-(S)-Configurations Using the Long-Wavelength
Approximation with the Basis Sets 6-31G*, 6-31G**, and
DZP from the CADPAC Library a

6-31G* 6-31G** DZP E (kJ/mol)

cis-(R)-2(a) -39.3 -34.9 -57.1 0.0
cis-(R)-2(b) -91.3 -82.3 -76.1 3.2
trans-(S)-3(a) 22.8 25.4 34.3 0.0
trans-(S)-3(b) -11.4 -5.7 -53.3 0.4

a The geometries for thecis-andtrans-conformations were optimized
using the MM3* force field. Also shown is the relative conformational
energy (E).

TABLE 7: Computed Specific Rotation Angles for Menthols
and Menthones Compared to the Experimental Values

D-configuration L-configuration exptl61

menthol 33.2 -33.4 (D) +48
menthone 13.5 -13.5 (L) -20
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the greatest conformational freedom examined here, 8-10
structures were needed for the Boltzmann sum to converge. In
more rigid structures, such as menthols and menthones, just two
structures sufficed. Azetidine serves as an important reminder
that in some cases the quality of optical rotation angle
calculations can be critically influenced by seemingly minor
differences in geometry and basis set selection.
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